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Discipline
Discipline is paramount and De’Von believes that
discipline is the key to all success. He believes that
you must do the things you absolutely hate doing
to be successful. The question is, what if everyone
in the world wants the same thing you want? How
do you separate yourself from the rest?

Execute
It’s time for action. Many of us talk about all the
things we want to do and never put anything into
action. De’Von aspiration of becoming a speaker
was always just talk until he began to execute. The
only way to get to the next level is to execute and
stop being stagnant.  Nothing will come to you
unless you go get it. 

Brave
Fear is the most common aspect that keeps us from
our goals. Its time to face your fears. De’Von has
been on both sides of fear. He believes that fear
will lead to regret. Be brave and take risks. Do not
be afraid to make a mistake. That is how we learn
and grow. Imagine what could happen if you
pushed through your fears.

Overcome
A bad past does not mean a bad future. Stop letting
your past get in the way of what you can become.
De’Von has overcame so many challenges in his life
and understands that it is time to let go and get a
reward for his pain. Nobody remembers the
strikeouts and losses; they only remember the
homeruns and wins. DEBO your way through your
past and get what you deserve.
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TESTIMONIALS

"De’Von spoke for veterans at the mental health clinic here at the VA. We were
all moved by his message. De’Von’s message will help veterans all over the
world understand that their lives matter." 

~ Juanita Toomer, Social Worker/ Caretaker Department of Veteran Affairs WHCC

"Debo came and spoke to my youth baseball team before the game. He had
them ready to run through a wall. His passion for sports, kids, and his
community is second to none. I am grateful and blessed that he was able to
have an impact on the team and instill a mindset that nobody remembers the
strikeouts and losses, but they remember the homeruns and wins."

~ Timothy Brown Cerro Gordo 10-12U Youth Baseball Team
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